Given a graph G = (V; E) and a tree T = (V; F ) with E \ F = ; such that G + T = (V; F [ E) is 2-edge-connected, we consider the problem of nding a smallest 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph (V; F [ E 0 ) of G + T containing T . The problem, which is known to be NP-hard, admits a 2-approximation algorithm. However, obtaining a factor better than 2 for this problem has been one of the main open problems in the graph augmentation problem. In this paper, we show that the problem is (1:875 + )-approximable in O(n 1=2 m + n 2 ) time for any constant > 0, where n = jV j and m = jE [ F j.
Introduction
Given a 2-edge-connected undirected multigraph H = (V; E) with n vertices and m edges and a spanning subgraph H 0 = (V; E 0 ), we consider the problem of nding a smallest 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph H 1 = (V; E 1 ) that contains H 0 . Note that the problem can be regarded as a graph augmentation problem of nding a smallest subset E 0 E 0E 0 of edges to augment H 0 to a 2-edge-connected graph H 1 = (V; E 1 = E 0 [E 0 ). The problem is shown to be NP-hard [5] even if E 0 = ;. In the case of E 0 = ;, the problem, which is called the minimum 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph problem (2-ECSS), has been extensively studied and several approximation algorithms are known [2, 3, 12] . The currently best approximation ratio for 2-ECSS is 17 12 due to Cheriyan et al. [2] . On the other hand, if H 0 is connected, H 0 can be assumed to be a spanning tree of H without loss of generality (since every 2-edge-connected component in H 0 can be contracted into a single vertex without losing the property of the problem). Let us call the problem with a tree H 0 the minimum 2-edge-connected subgraph problem containing a spanning tree (2-ECST), which is shown to be NP-hard by Frederickson and J. J aJ a [6] (even if the height of a spanning tree H 0 is 2 and every edge in E 0 E 0 connects two vertices of degree 1 in H 0 ). In the special case of H being a complete graph, 2-ECST is the problem of augmenting a tree H 0 to a 2-edge-connected graph by adding a minimum number of new edges, for which Eswaran and Tarjan [5] presented a linear time algorithm (which creates no multiple edges).
If H is a general graph, we are permitted to add to H 0 only edges from E 0 E 0 . For general 2-ECST, there is a 2-approximation algorithm [6, 11] , which relays on the minimum branching algorithm. However, as remarked by Khuller [10, p.263] , one of the main open problems in the graph augmentation problem is to obtain a factor better than 2 for 2-ECST. In this paper, we present a (1:875+)-approximation algorithm for 2-ECST, where > 0 is an arbitrary constant. Our algorithm is based on the maximum matching algorithm and a certain decomposition of a tree. Its running time is O(n 1=2 m + n 2 ), where n = jV j and m = jEj.
As pointed out in [1, 11] , the following augmentation problem can be reduced to 2-ECST: given a k-edge-connected graph H 0 = (V; E 0 ) for an odd integer k and an edge set E with E \ E 0 = ;, nd a smallest set E 0 E to augment H 0 to a (k + 1)-edge-connected graph. It is known that all k-edge-cuts in H 0 can be represented by a tree T (H 0 ) if k is odd [4] (see [7, 8, 15] for ecient algorithms for constructing such trees). Thus, the problem can be viewed as the 2-ECST in which the tree T (H 0 ) (which represents all k-edge-cuts in H 0 ) is augmented to a 2-edge-connected graph by adding a minimum number of edges from E (see [1, 11] for the detail). Therefore, by applying our result, we can also obtain a (1:875 + )-approximation algorithm for this problem.
Denitions
A singleton set fxg may be simply written as x, and \ " implies proper inclusion while \ " means \ " or \ = ". For an undirected graph H = (V; E) and an edge set E 0 , we denote by H +E 0 (resp., H 0E 0 ) the graph obtained from H by adding (resp., removing) edges in E 0 . The vertex set (resp., edge set) of a graph H may be denoted by V (H) (resp., E(H)). For a subset X V , let X denote V 0 X, and H 0 X means the graph obtained from H by removing the vertices in X together with the incident edges. A maximal 2-edge-connected subgraph H [X] of H induced by a subset X V is called a 2-edge-connected component.
Let G = (V; E) be an undirected graph, and T = (V; F ) be a tree on the same vertex set V , where E \ F = ; is assumed, but there possibly exists a pair of edges e 2 E and f 2 F such that e and f have the same end vertices. For a subset E 0 E, V (E 0 ) denotes the set of end vertices of edges in E 0 . For a subset X V , E G (X) denotes the set of edges in E connecting a vertex in X and a vertex in V 0 X . In particular, E G (u) is the set of edges in E which are incident to a vertex u 2 V . For two vertices u; v 2 V , let P T (u; v) denote the path connecting u and v in T . We say that an edge e = (u; v) 2 E covers an edge f We choose an arbitrary vertex r 2 V as the root of T , which denes a parent-child relation among vertices in V on T . The parent of a non-root vertex u is denoted by p(u). For a vertex u 2 V , let Ch(u) denote the set of children of u, and D(u) denote the set of all descendants of u (including u). For two vertices u; v 2 V , we say that u is lower than v (or v is higher than u) if u 2 D(v) 0 v. We write v u (resp., v u) if u 2 D(v) 0 v (resp., u 2 D(v)). For two vertices u and v with u 2 D(v) or v 2 D(u), min(u; v) (resp., max(u; v)) denotes the higher (resp., lower) vertex in fu;vg if u 6 = v (or any of u and v if u = v). For an edge e = (u; v) 2 E, we denote by lca(e) the least (lowest) common ancestor of end vertices u and v in the rooted tree T . For a vertex set X V , High(X ) is dened to be the subset of E G (X) such that, for any e 2 E G (X) 0 High(X), there is an e 0 2 H igh(X ) with lca(e 0 ) lca(e) and for any two e 1 ; e 2 2 High(X), neither lca(e 1 ) lca(e 2 ) nor lca(e 2 ) lca(e 1 ) (thus High(X ) contains those edges e with the highest lca(e)).
The subgraph T [D(u)] of T induced by D(u) is called the subtree at u (which is connected). A vertex u is called a leaf vertex if u has no child, and is called a fringe vertex if all the children of u are leaf vertices. For a vertex u 2 V , let LEAF (u) (resp., F RINGE(u)) denote the set of all leaf vertices (resp., fringe vertices) in the subtree T [D(u)]. An edge f = (u; v) 2 F with u v is called a leaf edge (resp., fringe edge) of v if v is a leaf vertex (resp., a fringe vertex).
The subtree T [D(u)] at a vertex u is called a leaf tree if u is a fringe vertex.
We call a subtree T [D(v)] l-closed in G if G has no edge between LEAF (v) and D(v). Clearly, T = T [D(r)] is l-closed.
Decomposing the problem
In this section, we describe how a given instance (T = (V; F ); G = (V; E)) of the 2-ECST problem can be decomposed into smaller problem instances. For a subset F 0 F , we dene (F 0 ) as the size of the smallest set E 0 E that covers F 0 (where E 0 does not necessarily cover edges in F 0 F 0 ), EhF 0 i as the set of all edges in E that cover at least one edge in F 0 , Assume that there are subsets F 1 ; F 2 ; . . . ; F k F such that EhF i i \ EhF j i = ;, 1 i < j k (hence F i \ F j = ;). Since there is no edge e 2 E that can cover two edges from distinct F i and 
Lower bounds
Let F leaf and F fringe be respectively the sets of leaf edges and fringe edges in T [D(v)]. In this section, we introduce some lower bounds on (F leaf ) and (F leaf [ F fringe ).
Lemma 4.1 (lower bound) Let G = (V; E) be a graph and T = (V; F ) be a tree rooted at r with E \ F = ;. For a non-leaf vertex v in T , let F leaf be the set of all leaf edges in the subtree T[D(v)], and let E leaf be the set of all edges e = (u; u 0 ) 2 E with u; u 0 2 LEAF (v). Then (F leaf ) jLEAF (v)j 0 jM 3 j;
where M 3 E is a maximum matching in the graph (LEAF (v); E leaf ). Proof: Let E opt E be a minimum subset that covers F leaf . We choose a maximal matching M E opt in the graph (LEAF (v); E opt \ E leaf ). For each unmatched vertex w 2 LEAF (v) 0 V (M ), there must be an edge e w 2 E G (w)\ E opt to cover the leaf edge of w. By the maximality of M , e w 6 = e w 0 holds for distinct unmatched vertices w and w 0 . Therefore, we obtain jE opt j jM [ fe w j w 2 LEAF (v) 
Let us derive a stronger lower bound on (F leaf [F fringe ). For this, we introduce prime edges of type-1 and type-2. where M 3 E is a maximum matching in the graph (LEAF (v); E leaf 0 E prime ).
Proof: See Appendix 1.
5 Some reducible cases
In this section, we show ve cases where we can reduce the size of a given instance (T; G) without loss of generality. By the 2-edge-connectivity of T + E, E G (w) 6 = ; for all w 2 LEAF (r). edges in E G (u) are multiple edges of (v; u), then we choose an arbitrary edge (say e 1 ) in E G (u) and call the other edges e i , i = 2; . . . ; p redundant. (Even if G is originally simple, our algorithm will repeat contracting some vertices and may produce multiple edges in the resulting G.) It is not dicult to see that there is an optimal subset E opt E that covers F without using any redundant edge. Vertex u is called trivial if E G (u) contains exactly one non-redundant edge; we can retain the non-redundant edge in E G (u) to cover the leaf edge f = (v; u). Since u 1 is not an isolated vertex, it has edge (u 1 ; u 2 ) 2 E G (u 1 ). We show that if no edge in E G (u 1 ) is incident to any vertex D(v 0 ) [ fu 3 g, then we can retain (u 1 ; u 2 ) as part of the solution to cover T . Let E 3 be a smallest edge set E 3 E covering F , and assume that E 3 contains an edge (u 1 ; w) 2 E with w 2 D(v 0 ) 0 u 3 , but does not contain (u 1 ; u 2 ). To cover the leaf edge (v; u 2 ) 2 F , E 3 has some edge e 0 = (u 2 ; w 0 ) 2 E G (u 2 ) 0 (u 1 ; u 2 ). It is clear that (E 3 0 (u 1 ; w)) [ f(u 1 ; u 2 )g (resp., (E 3 0 f(u 1 Given a solution E 33 to the instance (T 0 ; G 0 ) resulting from contracting f 0 , we can modify E 33 (if necessary) so that f 0 is also covered in the original instance (T; G) without increasing the size of E 33 . . . . ; u k g (see Fig. 3 ). Let u a be the lowest vertex in fu 1 ; . . . ; u k g such that all the edges in P T (u 1 ; u a ) are covered by a single edge (t; t 0 ) 2 E; t 2 D(u a ) and t 0 2 D(u 2 ) are assumed without loss of generality. Since (u 1 ; u 2 ) is covered by E , such (t; t 0 ) 2 E exists and hence u 1 u a , where t 2 D(u k ) holds if and only if u a = u k . We call the subpath P T (u 1 ; u a ) the upper-part of chain P T (u 1 ; u k ), and call the edge (t; t 0 ) 2 E that denes u a the upper-edge of the chain. If u a+1 u k , then the subpath P T (u a+1 ; u k01 ) is called the lower-part of chain P T (u 1 ; u k ). We say that a subpath P T (u i ; u j ) has a thorn vertex w if the parent p(w) is contained in P T (u i ; u j ).
Consider an edge g = (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 E such that both parents p(x 1 ) and p(x 2 ) belong to the same chain P T (u 1 ; u k ); p(x 1 ) p(x 2 ) is assumed without loss of generality. In this case, we denote the parents p(x 1 ) and p(x 2 ) by up(g) and dwn(g), respectively. Such edge g is called a swing edge if u 1 p(x 1 ) p(x 2 ) u k and path P T (p(x 1 ); p(x 2 )) has no thorn vertex other than x 1 and x 2 (some edges in E may be incident to P T (x 1 ; x 2 )). See Fig. 4 for examples of swing edges.
root Figure 4 : Denition of swing edges g (g 1 ; g 2 ; g 3 ; g 4 and g 5 are not swing edges).
In the case of u a+1 u k , we consider a swing edge g = (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 E with u a+1 up(g) dwn(g) u k01 . An edge e g = (w; y) 2 E (w 2 LEAF (r)) such that the path P T (p(w); y) contains up(g) is called a binding edge of g if a leaf vertex z g 2 LEAF (r) 0 fx 1 ; x 2 ; wg is contained in the path P T (dwn(g); y) or incident to P T (dwn(g); y) via the leaf edge (p(z g ); z g ), or if the path P T (p(w); up(g)) has a leaf vertex z g 2 LEAF (r) 0 fx 1 ; x 2 ; wg with (w; z g ) 6 2 E or two leaf vertices z g ; z 0 g 2 LEAF (r) 0 fx 1 ; x 2 ; wg. Clearly, up(g) y. By u a+1 up(g), w must be a thorn vertex in T H ORN (u 2 ) 0 D(up(g)).
In other words, a binding edge of g is an edge e g which satises one of the following (B1)-(B4).
(B1) w is a thorn vertex and y = z g is a leaf vertex with u 1 p(w) up(g) dwn(g) p(y), where possibly y 2 D(u k ) (see Fig. 5 ). (B2) w is a thorn vertex, y is a non-leaf vertex, and z g is leaf vertex with u 1 p(w) up(g) p(z g ) y, where possibly y; z g 2 D(u k ) (see Fig. 6 ). (B3) w and z g are thorn vertices and y is a non-leaf vertex such that u 1 p(w) p(z g ) up(g) y, z g 6 2 fx 1 ; x 2 ; wg, and (w; z g ) 6 2 E, where possibly y 2 D(u k ) (see Fig. 7 ). In this section, we assume that the following condition holds in a given minimally lf -closed tree T 
(We discuss in section 8 the case in which condition (A3) does not hold.)
We describe a procedure COVER for computing a subset E apx E that covers all edges no edge no edge Figure 7 : Denition of binding edges e g of a swing edge g in the case of (B3). 2 ) (where E G (w) 6 = ; by the 2-edge-connectivity of T + E ), choose an edge e w 2 E G (w) as follows. If w is incident to a binding edge e g = (w; y) 2 E bind with p(w) y, then let e w = e g (by choosing an e g = (w; y) 2 E bind such that there is no other binding edge (w; y 0 ) 2 E bind with p(w) y y 0 ). On the other hand, let e w = g if w is incident to a swing edge g = (w; y) with p(w) y, (choosing one such g); let e w 2 H igh(w) otherwise (i.e., w has neither a binding edge e g nor a swing edge g). is called an upward edge (resp., a downward edge) if g is a swing edge with p(x 1 ) p(x 2 ) such that p(x 1 ) u a (resp., u a p(x 1 )) for the upper-part P T (u 1 ; u a ) of the chain P T (u 1 ; u k ) on which the swing edge g is dened (see Fig. 9 ).
MERGE1 For a downward (resp., upward) edge g in a small M (iii)ũ is a fringe vertex not having an edge in M 0 1 between its children, (iv)ũ is a pseudo-fringe vertex not having an edge in M 0 2 between its descendants. In (i), the swing edge g is either in M 3 or incident to a matching edge in M 3 by the maximality of M 3 . Thus, Phase-1(3) must have added to E 1 the swing edge g (or a binding edge e g 0 = (ũ; y), p(ũ y). This implies thatũ belong to an M 3 -component in T + E 1 . In (ii), E 1 contains a binding edge e g = (w; y) (p(w) y) of a swing edge g = (x 1 ; x 2 ), (p(x 1 ) x 2 ). As observed in (i), the swing edge g belong to an M 3 -component in T + E 1 . Thus, by the existence of e g 2 E 1 ,ũ also belongs to the M 3 -component.
In (iii), by condition (A2), Ch(ũ) contains no isolated vertex, and a matching edge in M 3 is incident to a child ofũ, implying thatũ is in an M 3 -component T + E 1 .
In (iv), the unique leaf vertex w 2 Ch(ũ) must be matched by M 3 (ii) 2jE (resp., E
2 ) denotes the set of edges in E 2 computed by procedure MERGE1 (resp., MERGE2). (ii) During Phase-2, MERGE1 (resp., MERGE2) combines at least three (resp., four) M 3 -components into a single component by using one new edge (resp., two new edges) in E 2 . Thus, adding an edge in E (1) 2 (resp., two edges in E (2) 2 ) includes at least two new (resp., three) matching edges. Proof: We compute an optimal solution E opt to cover F as follows. Let T be rooted at a vertex r of degree at least two. We rst apply the reductions of Cases-1 and 2 until each fringe vertex has at least two children. For each leaf vertex z 2 LEAF (r), we can reduce the number of edges in E G (z) down to jLEAF (r)j `by discarding all edges e = (z; u) 2 E G (z) such that there is an edge e 0 = (z; u 0 ) 2 E G (z) with u z u 0 , where z is the relation dened by taking z as the root. Clearly, this does not increase (F ). Thus, we have jE G (z)j `for all z 2 LEAF (r).
We choose a minimal edge set E (1) E such that E (1) \ E G (z) 6 = ; for all z 2 LEAF (r).
(Note that any optimal solution E opt to cover F contains such a minimal set.) We contract each 2-edge-connected component in T + E (1) into a single vertex. In the resulting tree T (1) ,
we again apply the reduction in Cases-1 and 2, reduce the size jE G (z)j of each leaf vertex z to at most`, and choose a minimal edge set E (2) E 0 E (1) such that E (2) \ E G (z) 6 = ; for all leaf vertices z in T (1) . We repeat choosing E (i) and contract the resulting 2-edge-connected components in T (i01) + E (i) until all edges in F are covered. Each iteration can be executed in O(`(n + m)) time. Clearly F is covered after O(log`) iterations since each fringe vertex has at least two leaf vertices in each T (i) . We execute the procedure for all possible sequences of subsets E (1) ; E (2) ; . . ., and choose the smallest solution as an optimal solution E opt . Since the degree jE G (z)j of a leaf vertex z is bounded by a constant`, the entire running time is O(`(n + m) 1``log`) = O(n + m) time. Fig. 11 ). Notice that, by taking the root of T 3 g as u j (= up(g)), T 3 g remains a minimally lf -closed tree satisfying conditions (A1)-(A2), and moreover it has no solo edge in (T 3 g ; G 3 g ) (i.e., (A3) is also holds). We call T 3 g the succeeding tree of g, which is also a subgraph of T . For F g = E(T 3 g ), we try to nd an approximation solution to cover f (ii)` 2. If`= 2, then (z 0 1 ; z 0
2 ) 2 E. (iii) Given an edge set E 0 E that covers F g = E(T 3 g ), an edge set E 00 can be constructed to cover f F g by adding to E 0 at most two edges from E.
Proof: (i) For each edge f 2 f F g 0F g (if any), there is an edge e = (w; y) 2 E that covers f and an edge in F g ; w 2 D(u j ) and y 2 D(u j ) 0 u j are assumed without loss of generality. Thus it must hold u 1 w by the denition of u a ( u j = up(g)). We rst consider the case that w is in the path P T (u 2 ; u j01 ). In this case, edge e 3 = (w 3 ; x 3 ) exists and covers E(P T (w 3 ; u j )), which contains all edges f 2 F covered by such e. Next consider the case that w is a thorn vertex. g rooted at u j has jLEAF (u j )j + 1 leaf vertices, it is obvious to see that (F g ) djLEAF (u j )j [ fu j 01 gj=2e. (Notice that LEAF (u j ) is dened on T rooted at r.) It holds jLEAF (u j )j + 1 jfx 1 ; x 2 gj+jLEAF (u k )j 5 since jLEAF(u k )j 2 holds by conditions (A1) and (A2). Therefore,
For jLEAF(u j )j `, we compute a subset E apx E that covers F g by applying procedure
COVER to the instance (T 3 g ; G 3 g ), where the tree T 3 g rooted at u j is a minimally lf-closed tree satisfying conditions (A1)-(A3 Therefore, by choosing a lowest solo edge g in a minimally lf-closed tree T [D(v)], we can apply Lemma 8.3 to nd a (1:875 + )-approximation solution to cover the edges in f F g for F g = E(T 3 g ).
Entire description
We are now ready to describe the entire algorithm. Given a graph H = (V; E 0 ) and a subset X V , we denote by H=X the graph obtained from H by contracting X into a single vertex and deleting all the resulting self-loops. For each vertex u 2 V , let E G (u) contain the edges e = (u; v) incident to u in the lexicographically nondecreasing order e i = (u; v i ), i = 1; 2; . . . ; p of hnum(lca(e));num(v)i (i.e., for i < j, either num(lca(e i )) < num(lca(e j )) holds or num(lca(e i )) = num(lca(e j )) and num(v i ) < num(v j ) hold. Given an instance (G; T ), we can prepare such sorted lists E G (u), Finally it is easy to see that Phase-3 can be executed in O(n v ) time. Since n v vertices in D(v) are contracted into a single vertex after applying COVER, the total running time of COVER during APPROX is O(n 1=2 m + n 2 ), which is also the time complexity of APPROX. means the number of of chains which has at least one two upward edge.
We claim that has not added the upper-edge e (P )
of the chain P = P T (v 0 ; v 00 ) to E 2 as a merging edge. Therefore, the chain P = P T (v 0 ; v 00 ) has at most two upward edges, and can have at least one only when the entire P = P T (v 0 ; v 00 ) is not contained in any M (c) g = (x 1 ; x 2 ) is a downward edge, which has a binding edge e g of (B1), (B2), (B3) or (B4), but e g is not a merging edge: Let e g = (w; y), p(w) y. Note that w must be matched, because otherwise a binding edge e g 0 = (w; y 0 ) with w y 0 6 y must have been added to E 1 in Phase-1(3), creating a non-small M 3 -component containing g (see Fig. 13(i) ). We rst show that the case (B1) cannot occur for the e g . In the case (B1), y is a leaf vertex. As observed in the above, w is matched, and hence y is unmatched (otherwise, e g would be merging). Since y is unmatched, an edge e y = (y; y 0 ) 2 E G (y) is added to E 1 in Phase-1. If there is no binding edge e g 0 = (y; y 3 ) with p(y) y 3 for some swing edge g 0 , then e y is in H igh(y), contradicting that g is in a small M 3 -component (since lca(e y ) lca(e g )). Thus, E 1 contains a binding edge e g 0 in (B1)-(B4) of a swing edge g 0 = (y 1 ; y 2 ) (p(y 1 ) p(y 2 )) such that e g 0 is incident to y (see Fig. 13 (ii)). As observed in the case (ii) of the proof of Lemma 7.1, we see that the 2-edge-connected component C y in T + E 1 containing y has at least one matching edge which is equal to or adjacent to g 0 . This, however, contradicts that e g is not merging.
Therefore, e g = (w; y) must be a binding edge in (B2)-(B4), i.e., y is not a leaf vertex. Note that w is matched as observed in the above. Let B w be the M 3 -component in T + (E 1 [ E 2 ) containing w, and w 3 be the lowest vertex in V (B w ) \ V (P T (p(w); up(g))). We rst consider the case that there is a leaf vertex z g such that w 3 p(z g ) y in the case (B2)-(B4) (where such z g exists in the case (B2)). Then any leaf vertex z(6 = x 1 ; x 2 ) with w 3 p(z) y must be unmatched (otherwise, e g would be merging). See We next consider the case that there is no leaf vertex z g such that w 3 p(z g ) y in the case (B3)-(B4). In this case, there is a thorn vertex z g with p(w) p(z g ) w 3 such that (z g ; w) 6 2 M 3 (where z g may be matched), since there are at least two thorn vertices z with p(w) p(z ) up(g) in (B4) or there is a thorn vertex z with p(w) p(z) up(g) with (w; z) 6 2 E in (B3)). Note that B w contains at least three leaf vertices. If B w contains no branch vertex, then it contains no fringe vertex. In this case, we assign the current small component B containing g to B w (note that no two such small components are assigned to the same B w ). Let N (c;2) (resp., N (c;3) ) be the number of M 3 -components B such that the corresponding B w contains a branch vertex (resp., B w contains no branch vertex). Then there are at least 
